LOCAL AND REGIONAL EVENTS

- Come and hear from all three finalist teams: touch on critical issues such as sustainability goals. The public is invited to participate in a Q&A and a public lecture at the UC Davis Conference Center. This public lecture will feature each team's design approach and the chosen works represent a myriad of places to escape, ranging from virtual space to locations as close as 100 miles from campus. We invite you to discuss as a group more specifically what kind of space we want to create. The first meeting will be on Tuesday, April 2nd from 6pm to 7:30pm. If you are interested, please email the Design Deliberation project team at design.deliberation@ucdavis.edu if interested, or feel free to come by on April 2nd.

OTHER EVENTS

- Richard L. Nelson Gallery, Design Deliberation: An Exhibition of Three Competing Museum Designs

- Creative Tension: Melding Art Pottery & Commercial Design – An exhibition of ceramics by several artists from around the country

- Take Me Away – A photography exhibition of over 100 works by International photographers

- Three Sisters Bound to the Elements. A juried exhibition of three sisters who have been painting together for over fifteen years

OTHER EVENTS

- “Banished to a Life of Locavore Eating” – A lecture and discussion on the history of locavore eating

- “Foodies in Exile” – A discussion and workshop on the history of food migration

- “Asian American Portraits of Encounter” – A photography exhibition of over 100 works by Asian American photographers

- “Frederick Hurten Rhead: Creative Tension” – An exhibition of ceramics by the designer of Fiesta Ware

- “Three Sisters Bound to the Elements” – An exhibition of paintings by three sisters

Departments/Announcements

- Berkeley: Now open! Design Deliberation: An Exhibition of Three Competing Museum Designs


- Berkeley: Now open! Creative Tension: Melding Art Pottery & Commercial Design – An exhibition of ceramics by several artists from around the country

- Berkeley: Now open! Take Me Away – A photography exhibition of over 100 works by International photographers

- Berkeley: Now open! Three Sisters Bound to the Elements. A juried exhibition of three sisters who have been painting together for over fifteen years

- Berkeley: Now open! “Banished to a Life of Locavore Eating” – A lecture and discussion on the history of locavore eating

- Berkeley: Now open! “Foodies in Exile” – A discussion and workshop on the history of food migration

- Berkeley: Now open! “Asian American Portraits of Encounter” – A photography exhibition of over 100 works by Asian American photographers

- Berkeley: Now open! “Frederick Hurten Rhead: Creative Tension” – An exhibition of ceramics by the designer of Fiesta Ware

- Berkeley: Now open! “Three Sisters Bound to the Elements” – An exhibition of paintings by three sisters
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If you have news about upcoming Departmental events or shows, or if you want more information about your participation in the Design Deliberation exhibition, please contact the Design Deliberation project team at design.deliberation@ucdavis.edu.